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Dark characters and darker emotions. . .perfectly balanced by the heat they generate.--Romantic Times

The First Cut Is The Deepest

Covert operations are what Val Janos is all about. The man is mysterious and sinister, and lethally hot. Only
Tamara can understand the strange intensity that drives him to win at all costs--and only she can match it.

Val has one weak spot: Imre, the frail old man who befriended him when he was a scared, hungry kid
abandoned on the streets of Budapest. But Daddy Novak knows about Imre, and Imre's head is on the block
if Val doesn't deliver Tam up to Novak's tender mercies. . .

A white-hot passion explodes when Tam and Val get too close. They both have too much to be afraid of, too
much to hide. And now, for the first time, too much to lose. . .

Praise for Shannon McKenna and Her Novels

"Full of turbocharged sex scenes, this action-packed novel is sure to be a crowd pleaser." --Publishers
Weekly on Edge Of Midnight

"Highly creative. . .erotic sex and constant danger." --Romantic Times on Hot Night (4 ½-star review and a
Top Pick)

"Aims for the heart with scorching precision." --Publishers Weekly
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From reader reviews:

James Bardsley:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be revise about what going on or data even knowledge
to make all of them keep up with the era that is certainly always change and move ahead. Some of you
maybe may update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems
coming to you actually is you don't know which one you should start with. This Ultimate Weapon is our
recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and want in
this era.

Luis Acosta:

Now a day those who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not call for people to be aware of each details they get. How individuals to be
smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Studying a book
can help persons out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Ultimate Weapon book as this book
offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the information in this book hundred per-cent
guarantees there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Silvia McElroy:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you could have it in e-
book means, more simple and reachable. This particular Ultimate Weapon can give you a lot of good friends
because by you checking out this one book you have thing that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that might be your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great folks. So , why hesitate? We need to have Ultimate Weapon.

Connie Pauls:

A lot of reserve has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is
called of book Ultimate Weapon. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book,
it can add your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about
reserve. It can bring you from one spot to other place.
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